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“Displaying a carefree confidence and 
a daring curiosity that animates our 
creative spirit, inquisitive and intriguing 
PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri helps us to 
embrace this altered landscape of 
possibilities, opening us up to a new 
vision as we rewrite our lives. Rekindling 
gratitude for some of the qualities that 
blue represents complemented by a 
new perspective that resonates today, 
PANTONE 17-3938 Very Peri places the 
future ahead in a new light.”
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“Creating a new color for the first time in the history of 
our Pantone Color of the Year educational color program 
reflects the global innovation and transformation taking 
place. As society continues to recognize color as a critical 
form of communication, and a way to express and 
affect ideas and emotions and engage and connect, 
the complexity of this new red violet infused blue hue 
highlights the expansive possibilities that lay before us”.

- LAURIE PRESSMAN, VP OF THE PANTONE COLOR INSTITUTE



Meet the 70’s
In 2022, 70’s style will be in fashion 
once more. Add a touch of retro to 
dress up a space.
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Colors like burnt orange, 
moss green, and other 
warm neutrals brighten up 
interiors. Consider a vintage 
couch reupholstered in 
these colorful pops of 
pattern and color.

This nostalgic revival style originated from fashion and will be popular in interior 
design. Adding a touch of retro is the perfect way to dress up a space.
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Our collective love for lush indoor environments will 
continue to grow in 2022.  Recent years have seen 
a steady increase in attention to biophilic design 
principles, emphasizing calming, plant-filled settings 
that establish a visual connection with nature.

1. Prioritize plants as a design element. 
2. Highlight the view outside. 
3. Foster an indoor-outdoor connection. 
4. Decorate with natural elements.

Biophilic Design

Bringing nature indoors:
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Research had shown that plants can improve 
concentration, reduce stress and fatigue levels, 
and produce a calmer, more productive work 
environment through added noise reduction. 

It only makes sense that people are looking for ways 
to incorporate the outdoors into their work spaces.
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Benefits of 
Biophilic Design

Improved Productivity

Increased Creativity 

Greater Staff Retention

Increased Concentration Levels

Enhanced staff well being 
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SIMILAR STYLE

https://www.newprocontainers.com/jay-scotts-panama-fiberglass-planter-box.html
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Black is the decor trend to watch in 2022. We will have black 
window frames, trim, doors, cabinet hardware, faucets, and 
door frames. 

Black Accents
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SIMILAR STYLE

https://www.newprocontainers.com/vista-metallic-floor-planter.html


Black is sleek and modern-looking, so it’s an easy 
choice. Add a touch of black to your spaces with 
black accent pieces like planters, lamps, and other 
small accents.

SIMILAR STYLE
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SHOP
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PLANTERS
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From circular structural elements to gentle curves, rounded details are prevalent. 
Think of radiused corners or curved backs on sofas, flared arms on chairs, or 
bumpers on sectionals. 

The trend will be reinforced by waterfall corners on desks and consoles and 
scalloped shapes on accent pieces like area rugs and ottomans. It is not necessary 
for curvatures to always be drastic. Comfortable, curvilinear, welcoming forms 
are vital. Curves are not necessarily plump and exaggerated but relatively soft 
and pleasant to the eye and the touch to create a relaxed and comfortable 
atmosphere.

ALL ABOUT THE CURVES
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SEOUL FIBERGLASS PLANTER

ALL ABOUT THE CURVES
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ORGANIC MATERIALS & TEXTURES

0403

02Raked Plaster
planters & accents

Bronze 
decorative accents

Grainy Stucco
walls & large accents

Leather 
couches & furniture01

incorporate this design trend with these textures

Choose Your Texture

We can expect to see more tactile materials, such as wood, plaster, bronze, 
and leather, and finishes with natural textures. Additionally, there will be more 
experimentation with textures such as raked plaster, rough clay, and grainy stucco.
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STANDARD ONE ROUND IN BRONZE

https://www.newprocontainers.com/teraplast-standard-one-round-planter.html
https://www.newprocontainers.com/teraplast-standard-one-round-planter.html
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PLASTER
TEXTURE

LEATHER



As the Organic Material trend continues to 
grow, we will see more earthy finishes like 
plaster, clay, and lime washes.

ENJOY THE TEXTURES
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DECORATIVE ACCENTS

MADISON PLANTER IN CAVIAR BLACK

https://www.newprocontainers.com/madison-tapered-round-planter.html
https://www.newprocontainers.com/madison-tapered-round-planter.html
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Expect to see more vintage and antique 
furnishings and decor in 2022. There is 
no doubt that vintage shopping is one 
of the best ways to make your space 
more sustainable, and antique furniture 
adds a lot of character to your space. 

Take inspiration from other 
trending interior design 
styles and blend vintage with 
trending colors and textures.

HELLO VINTAGE
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Add a touch of nature 
with planters in 
complementing colors.

Perfect pairs

EYE AIN’T PLANTER IN MIDNIGHT
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Living a sustainable lifestyle goes beyond being envi-
ronmentally friendly and eco-friendly. It’s also about 
being more conscious of one’s surroundings. It means 
not living in a way that causes stress to others and 
oneself.

In 2022, we will see more spaces designed with the 
aesthetic theme in mind. Zen-style living is defined 
by light wood, clean lines, and floating surfaces. Zen 
spaces tend to have a less-is-more approach to the 
decor while keeping it organic and natural. Plants are 
frequently featured to achieve this calming aesthetic.
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Floating Surfaces03
Light Wood02
Clean Lines01

Zen Design Tips

SHORT HAYDEN PLANTER

MATTE 
TERRACOTTA
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According to Mindful Chef, 

their office’s beating heart 

is the kitchen and adjacent 

breakout area. While it is not 

used to create culinary magic, 

it is a prime hot-desking and 

social space at lunchtimes, 

where the team is provided 

with healthy meals.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPACES
The way we live is being rethought. Less emphasis is placed on what looks 
good in certain rooms and more about how we feel in our spaces and how 
we can create the most comfortable space that suits our personal needs. 

We’re thinking more about the environment, and smaller living is often more 
sustainable. Multifunctional spaces will likely be a hot trend in 2022. As a result, 
many people have become more aware of how they use each room in their home 
and what additional functions they can add to a single space.
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CUSTOM ALUMINUM PLANTERS WITH SEATING

An ideal way to divide 
multifunctional areas into 
functional zones is to use 
planters to add greenery 
and a fantastic artistic 
accent to a room.
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Minimalism hit the past decade with gusto, but it is evolving. Minimalism 
isn’t going anywhere. But the extreme, negative space aesthetic is waning. 
Minimalists these days are more content to have simple, classic things. This 
millennial-triggered minimalism phase is about having fewer things but the 
right things. It will sway away from the super sculptural, negative space-
centric postmodernist type of minimalism to something a little warmer. 
 
The right kind of minimalism enhances the livability of a space despite the lack of 
creature comforts. Highlighting a room’s primary purpose allows you to focus on 
basic needs and chores. In such a setting, decluttering must become an integral 
part of daily life. For a simplistic look, stick to one or two primary materials, such as 
wood or steel, and limit ornamentation. Introduce visual interest by using different 
textures and contrasting surfaces.

NEW MINIMALISM
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Trendy colors include 
earthy, sandy neutrals, and 
ethereal blues to evoke 
the natural landscape of 
sand and sky. Colors in 
earthy tones will dominate 
because consumers will 
continue to focus on nature.

Earth Colors
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Nature will remain present in 
the interiors. The green color 
is a symbol of wellness that 
nature brings to us. Green 
will be in full swing by 2022, 
whether in paint or decor. 
We crave calm in our living 
spaces, which can be 
created by incorporating 
neutral, soft shades of green 
or letting the green take over 
altogether. 

Going Green
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